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CASE STUDY

O B J E C T I V E S
This industry is heavily regulated and faced issues
promoting their event across both paid and organic
platforms. Rob was brought in to help with ads consistently
being disapproved, increase ticket sales, and increase overall
brand awareness, as this specific conference was not the
leader in their field.

S O L U T I O N
Through meticulous keyword research, copywriting, copy
editing, and meetings with platforms, Rob was able to give
this conference & expo much needed help with approved
ads directing users and prospective clients to a new landing
page, which in turn generated tens of thousands of dollars in
ticket sales from new and existing customers alike. 

A T  A  G L A N C E

C H A L L E N G E S

Existing customer retention
New customer acquisition
Advertising not being ‘disapproved’

Relationships built with platforms
Tens of thousands in ticket sales

R E S U L T S

R E S U L T S

1.  Setting rapport with platforms

2. Ads that were not disapproved

Through the meetings Rob set up and attended with the
client, platforms were able to open a line of communication
and work with the client.

In addition to the new open lines of communication, ads
that were built across platforms were in less danger of being
disapproved.

3. Tens of thousands in ticket sales
The new ads that directed to specific landing pages
segmented by ad group led to tens of thousands of dollars in
ticket sales for this conference.
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Brassic Media

“We love working with clients who may need
that extra help when it comes to heavily
regulated industries. It’s great fun to see ads
that had been disapproved previously
become ads that have no problem serving.”

www.brassicmedia.com
rob@brassicmedia.com


